Publications on Harassment, Stalking and Threat, authored or co-authored by Theseus staff

*Articles in peer-reviewed scientific journals*  
(Note: these exclude those already on the Theseus web-page)


**Chapters**


**Book**

Recent Conference Presentations by Theseus personnel

- “New Approaches to Risk Assessment.”

- “Warning behaviours”.
  - Association of European Threat Assessment Professionals, Tallinn, April 2011.

- “Stalking: Recent Advances in Assessment and Treatment.”

- “Dealing with Complaints, Persistent Complainers and Querulants.”
  - Association of European Threat Assessment Professionals, Krakow, April 2012.

- “Inappropriate Attention to Public Figures: Professionalising Risk Assessment.”
  - European Network of Public Figure Threat Assessment Agencies, Rotterdam, May 2012.

- “Understanding and Assessing Risk in Public Figure Stalking and Harassment.”

- “Psychological Approaches to Public Figure Threat Assessment and Management.”

- “Psychological Issues in the Prevention of Insider Threat.”

- “The Making of Threats: Evaluating their Significance in terms of Risk.”
  - European Network of Public Figure Threat Assessment Agencies, Berlin, June 2013.